**Hotel Rai ⭐⭐⭐⭐**
6, Acad. Nikola Obreshkov Str.
1113, Sofia, Bulgaria
For contacts:
Tel. / Fax: +359 2 971 14 35
+359 2 971 14 43
+359 2 971 14 47
E-mail: hotelrai@dir.bg


Prices
- Single room standard - 61 BGN includes breakfast
- Single room luxury - 71 BGN includes breakfast
- Single room VIP - 81 BGN includes breakfast
- Double room standard - 72 BGN includes breakfast
- Double room luxury - 82 BGN includes breakfast
- Business Double room - 112 BGN includes breakfast
- Small apartment - 102 BGN includes breakfast
- Big apartment - 132 BGN includes breakfast

The price includes breakfast, cable internet, wireless internet and VAT.
Price for using a parking - 10 BGN with VAT per night.
Payments with MASTERCARD/EUROCARD and VISA are accepted.

**ROTASAR Hotel – Restaurant⭐⭐⭐⭐**
15A, Kosta Lulchev Str.
1113, Sofia, Bulgaria
For contacts:
Phone: +359 2 971 96 15;
+359 2 971 45 71;
+359 2 971 45 72;
+359 2 971 45 73
E-mail: sarhotel@techno-link.com


Prices:
- Double room 60.00 - 86.00 BGN
- Suite 100.00 - 110.00 BGN

**Best Western Hotel Europe - Sofia!⭐⭐⭐⭐**
1, Liditse Str.
1113, Sofia, Bulgaria
For contacts:
Phone: +359 2 970 1500
Fax: +359 2 970 1511
E-mail: info@hotel-europe-bg.com


Prices:
- Deluxe Room 100.00 €
- Standard Room 90.00 €
- Economy room 80.00 €
- Suite 130.00 €
- Presidential Suite 150.00 €
**Hotel Rai-90 ★★★★★**
1113, Sofia, Bulgaria
13, Liditse Str.
tel./fax:    + 359 2 8709 133
            + 359 2 8729 690
            + 359 2 8736 223
E-mail: rai90@dir.bg
Web site:  http://www.rai90.com/

Prices:
Single room – 40 BGN
Double room – 50 BGN

**Hotel Ganesha ★★★★★**
26, Alexander von Humboldt Str.
1113, Sofia, Bulgaria
GPS: N42.677140, E23.36150
tel./fax: (+ 359 2) 971 38 15
          (+ 359 888) 588 575
e-mail: reservations [at] hotelganesha-bg.com
Web site: http://www.hotelsganesha-bg.com/

Prices:
Single room - 60 BGN / 31 EUR
Double room - 70 BGN / 36 EUR
Business Double Room - 80 BGN / 41 EUR
Business Double Deluxe room - 90 BGN / 46 EUR
Apartment - 100 BGN / 51 EUR
VIP Suite - 150 BGN / 77 EUR
Breakfast - 8 BGN / 4 EUR
Garage - 8 BGN / 4 EUR

**Hotel Dom na Uchenia ★★**
50, Shipchenski Prohod Blvd.
1113, Sofia, Bulgaria
tel./fax:  +359 2 8702140,
          +359 2 8710009

Prices:
Single room 49 BGN
Double room 59 BGN
Double room luxury 82 BGN
Suite 112 BGN
Hotel Amsterdam ★★★
37 Georgi Pavlov Street,
1574, Sofia, Bulgaria
GPS: 42.681617, 23.359462

Phone:
+359 2 4003302
+359 882 989 098

Web site: http://www.hotel.amsterdambg.com/

Prices:
Double Room (used by one person) - 80 BGN
Double room 100 BGN
Studio One 110 BGN
Studio for two 120 BGN
Studio for three 130 BGN
Apartment for one 130 BGN
Apartment for two 140 BGN
Apartment for three 150 BGN